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ABSTRACT
The Southern Alps Experiment is being mounted to study the influence of New Zealand's Southern Alps on local
weather and climate. This paper describes these alpine influences and outlines proposed field and modeling experiments. Experiment goals include understanding and quantifying factors that govern the intensity and spatial distribution of heavy rainfall, the west to east distribution of precipitation across the mountains, and the intensity of lee wind
storms and warming. Linked research will explore the use of deterministic rainfall models to predict river flows from
mountain watersheds.

1. Introduction
The Southern Alps Experiment (SALPEX) is a new
study of the processes through which the Alps influence the weather and climate of New Zealand. The
Southern Alps form a long, narrow barrier across the
predominantly western flow over New Zealand's
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95), mountain influences on South Island weather
have been explored using archived weather data and
mesoscale models, and two initial field campaigns
have been mounted. Results from this first phase are
being used to refine experimental plans and develop
hypotheses for testing during the second phase, which
will include the main field work component (199697). In the final phase the experimental and modeling results will be consolidated into an improved quantitative understanding of mountain influences on New
Zealand weather.
Orographic influences on weather have been addressed in several major international research campaigns. For example, lee cyclogenesis, local winds,
mountain drag, and effects of differential heating were
examined in the European Alps during the Alpine
Experiment (Kuettner 1982; Smith 1986). Orographic
influences on flow, mountain waves, wave breaking,
and fohn effects are topics for the Pyrenees Experiment (Bougeault et al. 1993). The new European Mesoscale Alpine Program (Kuettner 1995) will investigate orographically influenced precipitation events,
and the three-dimensional structure of fohn-related
flow and wave features.
While results from such experiments provide valuable guidance for New Zealand, regional research on
mountain meteorology is still required because of
particular aspects of the local geography and environ683
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FIG. la. Map showing eastern Australia, the Tasman Sea, and
New Zealand.

ment. For example, the upwind fetch for many of the
severe storms in New Zealand's mountains comprises
at least 2000 km of ocean, almost devoid of direct
meteorological observations or soundings. Before
SALPEX, almost no measurements had been made of
the physical properties of the clouds impinging on the
Southern Alps, or the precipitation physics taking
place within them as they travel over the mountains.
Since mesoscale numerical weather prediction
models have not yet been used operationally for
weather forecasting in New Zealand, tests are needed
of model predictions against observed rainfall, snowfall, and winds. We need to understand the processes
occurring when moist oceanic air is forced up abruptly
over our mountains, to investigate the density, type,
and mix of observations (including satellite soundings) that should be assimilated into mesoscale models for the New Zealand region, and to determine the
suitability of large-scale prognoses from global models for initializing and guiding mesoscale models
nested over New Zealand.
a. Geography and weather
New Zealand comprises two long, narrow mountainous islands extending from 34° to 47°S, together
with various small offshore islands (Fig. 1). The dominant mountains in the South Island are the Southern
Alps, with many peaks exceeding 2500 m and the
highest (Mt. Cook) extending to 3754 m. In the central part of the South Island the main range is within
40 km of the west coast, and a substantial plain occurs to the east of the mountains. Farther north and
south, the mountains extend across more of the island.
The Southern Alps, and the associated mountains
that extend to the top of the South Island, run along a
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SW-NE axis for a distance of 800 km. Cook Strait
forms a break between the two islands, with a further
mountain chain extending from southwest to northeast up the North Island. The North Island mountains
are not generally as high as those in the South Island,
but there are still extensive areas above 1000 m and
many peaks over 1500 m.
New Zealand's topography has an obvious effect
on the climate and weather. Figure 2 (Henderson
1993) shows how annual rainfall varies across the
mountains. Annual average rainfall is 3.5 m at Haast
on the west coast, peaks at around 11 m in the mountains, and is only 0.7 m at Christchurch on the east
coast. In 1777, an early European explorer, Captain
James Cook, noted that northwesterly storms in the
Cook Strait region were (Kerr 1974),
... sometimes violent and troublesome, owing
to the neighbouring mountains (always at these
times laden with vapour's) which, not only increase the force of the wind but alter its direction in such a manner that no two blasts follow
each other from the same quarter.
The Southern Alps lie within the northern periphery of the midlatitude Southern Hemisphere westerlies. Migrating anticyclones, typically in the 33°-40°S
latitude band, pass eastward at 3-7-day intervals
(Coulter 1975; Sinclair 1996). Low pressure "troughs"
pass over New Zealand between pairs of anticyclones.
These troughs are often associated with low pressure
centers that migrate eastward at latitudes south of New
Zealand (Sinclair 1994b). Meridionally or NW-SEoriented fronts in the troughs are a common weather
disturbance in New Zealand. As these fronts approach
the country from the west, they are commonly preceded by northerly winds, increasing cloud, and orographic rain upwind of and near to the main alpine
divide. This rain in the mountains generally occurs for
at least several hours up to and including the passage
of the front, which is generally followed by colder
southerly to southwesterly winds and showery
weather. More details of typical New Zealand weather
sequences are documented by Ryan (1984).
The storms, which give heavy rainfalls on the western side of the Alps, generate mountain waves (Cherry
1972; Auer 1992) and often cause strong northwesterly winds in the lee of the mountains. Northwesterly
flows across the mountains also give rise to high fohn
temperatures in the east (Ryan 1987). While northwesterly winds are common in the inland parts of the
South Island, they do not always reach the east coast.
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Air is deflected around the top of the
South Island and through Cook Strait by
the mountains, and a lee trough develops
downwind of the mountains as part of the
mountain wave structure. These features, together with land-sea temperature differences, often lead to a northeasterly flow over coastal Canterbury
(Coulter 1975; McKendry et al. 1986).
b. Economic impacts
Interactions between the mountains
and the large-scale atmospheric circulation patterns and weather systems have
important economic impacts. For example, northwesterly storms interact best
with the mountains to produce spillover
of heavy precipitation across the main
alpine divide into New Zealand's major
hydroelectricity watersheds. A reduction
in the frequency of upper-level northwesterlies through 1992 and 1993 associated with a persistent El Nino led to
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^ South Island, New Zealand, showing the topography and the South
Island locations mentioned in the text,

considerable stress on hydroelectricity
generation (Fitzharris 1992).
Agricultural activities and forestry are
affected by rainfall patterns, floods, strong winds, and
high temperatures. Heavy snowfalls in the mountains
cause problems for farmers, produce avalanches, and

disrupt transport. They also provide stored water for
hydroelectricity generation, irrigation for agriculture,
and snow for the tourism industry. Therefore, better
weather forecasts, improved seasonal outlooks, and
guidance on possible future regional manifestations
of global climate change would all be of considerable
practical benefit. These depend on better understanding and modeling of alpine effects on New Zealand's
weather and climate.
2. The questions
In planning S ALPEX we considered four practical
questions, which relate to the economic impacts just
discussed. These are the following:

FIG. 2. Mean cross-alpine annual rainfall profiles from several
rain gauge transects oriented normal to the alpine divide (from
northwest to southeast). Figure 8 shows the locations of these
transects and the "study baseline," which is about 60 km southeast
of the alpine divide and runs parallel to it.
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• How do the mountains influence the rainfall intensity and west to east rainfall distribution across the
South Island, including spillover into the hydroelectricity watersheds?
• How do the mountains influence the weather and
climate of the eastern part of the South Island (particularly temperatures and winds)?
• What are the properties of clouds in the SALPEX
685
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In initial SALPEX work, Katzfey
(1995a,b) has simulated two storms of
this type. He used the DARLAM hydrostatic mesoscale model (McGregor
1987) nested within an European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) analysis. The model
version he used did not include cloud
physics, simply allowing rain to fall once
the relative humidity exceeded 100%.
The maximum storm total rainfall simulated by the model for the two storms
was nearly half of the observed peak, and
the simulated rainfall averaged over the
alpine region for the storms was also
about half the observed value. The maxiFIG. 3. Surface pressure analysis for a typical heavy rainfall situation (Hessell
mum rainfall rate within the storms ap1982).
peared to coincide with increases in the
amount of moisture and with additional
region, and how do they interact with the moun- ascent as a cold front associated with the depression
approached the mountains.
tains?
From sensitivity studies Katzfey found that the
• How do the mountains influence the distribution
and intensity of snowfall, snowmelt, and snow ac- modeled peak precipitation was related to orographic
cumulation?
slope and that the modeled area-average precipitation
was related to the maximum orographic elevation. InAnswering these questions calls for fundamental cluding explicit cloud physics (Katzfey 1994) reduced
atmospheric research and requires a complementary the maximum modeled precipitation values and spread
mix of observational and modeling studies.
some of the precipitation downwind of the mountain
peaks. Katzfey concluded that the coarse ECMWF
a. Precipitation intensity and distribution, including analysis (2.5° spatial resolution, 12-h time resolution)
spillover across the alpine divide
captured the large-scale features of the two events he
Very heavy rainfalls can occur in the Southern modeled. The ECMWF analysis provided a useful iniAlps. For example, a 3-day storm total of 1.81 m was tialization for a mesoscale model with which many of
measured at Alex Knob (15 km west of the alpine di- the dynamical processes influencing the rainfall could
vide) in March 1982 (Henderson 1993). According to be explored. However, Katzfey's pilot study also
Henderson, the maximum rainfall in a northwesterly shows that there are many features we need to better
storm usually occurs on the western slope of the understand and that better case study data are required
mountains, 10-20 km upwind of the alpine divide. to check inferences drawn from mesoscale models and
Figure 3 (Hessell 1982) shows a typical example of a to validate rainfall predictions over the Alps.
weather situation leading to heavy rainfall in the
The University of Auckland Atmospheric Physics
mountains. There is a blocking anticyclone to the east Group has deployed a mobile vertically pointing radar
of New Zealand, and a depression located in the south and a network of rain gauges on the west coast of the
Tasman Sea. Air impinges on the mountains after a South Island for two pilot field experiments. Strong lowlong trajectory over subtropical ocean, during which level growth in precipitation rate in the lowest 500 m of
surface fluxes of moisture cause it to become nearly the atmosphere and embedded convection have both
saturated. Convective cumulus towers off the north- been observed on the radar display during northwesteast coast of Australia and ascent ahead of fronts trans- erly storms. This suggests that both seeder-feeder proport bands of moisture into the middle atmosphere. cesses (Bergeron 1965) and convective processes trigThe combination of synoptic-scale ascent and forced gered by the release of conditional instability through
orographic uplift of this moist air mass produces heavy uplift (Douglas and Glasspoole 1947) contribute to the
rainfall.
large observed orographic rainfall enhancement.
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FIG. 4. Modeled precipitation (mm h 1 ) over a section of the South Island (a) for a steady moist northwesterly flow typical of
prefrontal conditions, and (b) including the main hydroelectricity watersheds, for typical southwesterly flow conditions. Note that
the rainfall is much less than for Fig. 4a and mostly upwind of the alpine divide. Figures 4 and 5 also show the two major hydroelectricity
watersheds and the main alpine divide, which forms their northwestern boundary.

The spatial distribution of precipitation is also of
interest. For example, during northwesterly storms
some of the precipitation "spills over" the alpine divide, often to 10-20 km and sometimes as far as 40
km downwind of the alpine crest. Subsequent runoff
fills the main South Island hydroelectricity watersheds. Both atmospheric dynamical processes and
cloud microphysical processes influence precipitation
distribution and spillover (Cotton and Anthes 1989;
Sinclair 1994a). Influences of terrain and wind direction on rainfall are illustrated in Figs. 4a and 4b, which
are simulations using the RAMS1 mesoscale model
(Pielke et al. 1992). The simulation shown in Fig. 4a
was initialized with a moist northwesterly flow and
shows precipitation extending well to the east of the
alpine divide. Figure 4b was initialized with a southwesterly flow, and this simulation exhibits little
spillover across the divide with the rainfall concentrated in South Westland and Fiordland. The influ-

'The RAMS simulations discussed in this paper are for a 10-km
horizontal grid over the South Island, nested within a primary grid
of 40-km resolution, which covers New Zealand and the surrounding ocean. The terrain following vertical grid utilizes 22 levels
between the surface and 20-km altitude.
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ences of cloud physics processes and hydrometeor
type are illustrated by comparing Fig. 4a with Fig. 5.
For the model run illustrated in Fig. 4a, the microphysics and motions of both raindrops and snow were
simulated, whereas for Fig. 5 the snow processes were
"turned off." These model results suggest that snow
processes and ice crystal transport (and hence the
height of the freezing level and the wind speed) are
important influences on the spatial distribution of precipitation, including spillover.
We plan to follow these pilot sensitivity studies by
a detailed analysis of 10 years of past data. This detailed analysis will investigate relationships between
spillover (indicated by the surface rain gauge and river
flow measurement network) and environmental conditions upwind of the South Island (indicated by
ECMWF analyses). The analysis will be complemented by further modeling studies to explore processes underlying the observational relationships and
by case studies utilizing enhanced west-east rain
gauge transects and extra atmospheric soundings. In
1996-97 we propose to measure how hydrometeor
concentrations, types, and size distributions develop
as air approaches the Alps, as part of an intensive aircraft- and ground-based field program.
68 7
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FIG. 5. Modeled precipitation (mm h~') for the same conditions
as Fig. 4a but with snow processes turned off in the model. Note
that the simulated rainfall does not extend as far downwind of
the mountains as in Fig. 4a.

We also plan to investigate small-scale spatial and
temporal variability in high-intensity rainfalls. We will
make field measurements with the Auckland University 3-cm radar (now modified to allow scanning as
well as vertical pointing operation) and a temporarily
installed high-resolution rain gauge network. These
measurements will be used to explore the role of vertical motions generated by ridge and valley systems
on local rainfall rates and also to examine the possible
role of convective rainfall. We will complement the
observational studies with higher-resolution mesoscale modeling.
b. Airflow perturbation and leeside climate
Two-dimensional simulations of airflow have been
carried out at a 4-km resolution for three actual cross
sections through the Southern Alps, using a hydrostatic mesoscale model described by Ridley (1992)
[Ridley's model is similar to that of Mahrer and Pielke
(1977)]. These experiments demonstrated a significant
dependence of the local airflow on the profile shape—
an important result for SALPEX, as this shape varies
along the length of the Southern Alps. Where the lee
slopes were steep compared to the upwind slopes,
there was greater nonlinearity in the simulated flow,
with wave breaking occurring above the mountains
688

for some of the common flow situations. Such wave
breaking resulted in the downstream propagation of
a hydraulic jumplike feature, explaining the surge of
northwest winds toward the east coast sometimes
noted by weather forecasters. The surface boundary
layer upstream of the mountains also has a significant
impact on the wave structure, as it reduces the effective mountain height experienced by the incoming
airflow.
One conclusion from these 2D simulations is that
nonlinear models are essential for process research in
the Southern Alps, as linear theory cannot simulate
some of the important features. A second conclusion
is that 2D simulations over the Alps can give only
quantitative guidance since a full 3D simulation is
required to account for terrain variability along the
Alps. Three-dimensional simulations confirmed the
behavior described above. The amount of nonlinearity
was reduced, but not eliminated, due to the extra degree of freedom in the flow evolution. In particular,
upstream blocking of the low-level flow leads to a
deviation of airflow along the upstream flank of the
mountains, explaining the upstream "barrier jets"
observed at Hokitika under appropriate conditions
(Revell 1993). Three-dimensional hydrostatic model
runs also simulated acceleration of the flow around
the southern end of the Alps and the acceleration
through Cook Strait, which are commonly observed.
The model results suggest that mountain influences
on the large-scale flow may sometimes propagate
hundreds of kilometers downwind of New Zealand.
As expected, sensitivity studies using Ridley's hydrostatic model show that the evolution of the mountain wave structure depends on the velocity and static
stability of the incoming flow. Modeling studies suggest the following: stable northwesterly flows can
result in substantial leeside modification of wind, temperature, and surface pressure; the presence of vertical wind shear (wind speed increasing with height)
tends to reduce leeside effects; and flows in conditions
close to neutral stability with little or no vertical wind
sheer pass relatively easily over the mountains with
minimal upstream blocking and more uniform leeside
conditions.
Exploratory 3D airflow simulations incorporating
condensation and precipitation effects have now been
carried out using the RAMS (Pielke et al. 1992) mesoscale modeling system. Figure 6 shows the wave
structure across and downwind of the mountains simulated by RAMS for a moist northwesterly airflow, and
Fig. 7 shows the surface airflow streamlines from the
Vol. 77, No. 4, April 1 996
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same simulation. These RAMS runs confirmed that
the stability and velocity of the upwind airflow influence upstream blocking, flow deviation, and the
mountain wave structure.
RAMS simulations under conditions for which
leeside fohn warming typically occurs indicate that
for the New Zealand alpine situation this warming
has significant contributions from two sources: adiabatic warming of air that has traveled over the Tasman
Sea at higher levels and then descends in the lee
of the Alps, and latent heat released when moisture
condenses and falls out of the atmosphere as precipitation.
Future research within SALPEX will include case
studies utilizing existing data and future field measurements (surface and aircraft) to test and confirm the
model generated ideas outlined above. In addition, we
plan to use models, past data, and case studies to identify the conditions in New Zealand that give rise to
strong downslope wind storms. These are a subset of
situations when fohn warming is occurring. Finally,
we plan to study the interacting mountain-related features that influence surface winds over the South Island east coast. These features include the pressure
trough that occurs in the lee of the Southern Alps; the
deflection of air through Cook Strait, which separates

FIG. 7. Airflow streamlines at the lowest model level (22 m)
simulated by the RAMS mesoscale model, 16 h after initialization
with a steady moist northwesterly airflow. Note the deviation as
the wind approaches the mountains and the onshore flow over
parts of the eastern coast.
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FIG. 6. Modeled vertical velocities (m s_1) for a west-east cross
section across the South Island for a moist northwesterly flow,
showing the structure of the mountain wave.

the South Island and North Islands; and local seabreeze forcing caused by land-sea temperature differences. The effect of the mountains on southerly
changes traveling up the South Island east coast has
already been investigated within the SOUCHEX experiment (Smith et al. 1991).
c. Clouds
SALPEX is included in the operating plan of the
Global Energy and Water Cycle Experiment 2
(GEWEX) Cloud System Study (GCSS) precipitatinglayer cloud study. An activity within the operating
plan for this GEWEX study is to quantify and parameterize the coupling of precipitating-layer clouds with
surface features including topography. Thus, one task
within SALPEX is characterizing the properties of
clouds in the region and their interaction with mountains.
Our first step is developing a 2-yr climatology covering the general characteristics and distribution of
clouds over the ocean to the west of the Alps and over
the Alps themselves. This will use satellite Advanced
Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) data,
which we are currently archiving from a 920-km
square over and upwind of the Alps. A derivative of
the APOLLO cloud classification algorithm (Saunders
and Kriebel 1988; Poix et al. 1993) will be applied to
give consistency with similar climatologies being developed by the GCSS study for other climatic regions.
A locally developed algorithm utilizing texture information will also be used.
Information from the satellite dataset, along with
cloud observations from New Zealand Meteorological Service reporting stations, will also be used in the
2

GEWEX is a component of the World Climate Research
Programme.
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SALPEX case studies, which
address precipitation distribution and intensity in the mountains. The presence or absence
of clouds of particular types and
their location will help us determine whether particular cloud/
precipitation processes (such as
the seeder-feeder mechanism)
are operating.
d. Snow
The practical questions regarding snow are similar to
those involving rain: What governs the spatial distribution and
intensity of snowfall? However,
FIG. 8. The rain gauge network over the SALPEX region: A, B, C, D, and E identify the
the problems in obtaining storm
snowfall observations over the Arthurs Pass, Hokitika, Franz Josef, Haast, and Milford transects. The cross-mountain map
SALPEX study region are greater scale has been stretched by a factor of 2 with respect to the along-mountain scale. The solid
line is the study baseline from which the distances on Fig. 2 have been measured.
even than those for rainfall.
The RAMS mesoscale model
being used in the rainfall distribution and intensity research also simulates snowfall. voluntary observers who provide 24-h accumulated
We expect to generate some information about the in- rainfall totals at 0900 LT each day. The "automatic"
fluences on snowfall amount and the distance snow stations are mostly Ota tipping-bucket gauges, from
spills across the alpine divide, as part of the model- which records of 10-min accumulated rainfall are
ing investigations already outlined. Information for stored. The gauges have not all been operating concase studies will come from snow observations made currently, and, as indicated on the diagram, some
routinely at ski areas and from satellite remote sens- (identified as "closed" stations) are no longer in place.
ing. A model of snow accumulation and melt has been Automated rain gauges are located on transects across
developed to estimate the water stored in the snow- the mountains, near Arthurs Pass, Hokitika, Franz
pack in South Island hydroelectricity watersheds Josef, and Haast. Extra stations were installed by Canterbury University east of the alpine divide on the
(Fitzharris and Garr 1995).
Melting of snow and ice is an important factor in Arthurs Pass transect as part of the precipitation
runoff into the hydroelectricity watersheds to the east spillover study.
Hourly daytime airport weather observations (inof the alpine divide. The application of temperature
and wind information from mesoscale meteorologi- cluding clouds) are available from Hokitika, Mount
cal models to estimate snow melting rates will be in- Cook, and Queenstown. There are also automatic
vestigated in SALPEX-related hydrology research weather stations at Hokitika, Puysegur Point, Haast,
projects. A snowmelt runoff model based on that de- Craigieburn Forest, Broken River ski area, and the
scribed by Martinec and Rango (1989) is currently Chilton Valley. Standard 0900 LT climate observations are made at Otira, Hokitika, Franz Josef, Fox
being tested on the Pukaki watershed.
Glacier, Haast, Jackson's Bay, Milford Sound,
Cragieburn Forest, Lake Coleridge, and Queenstown.
In addition to the observations available in the main
3. Observations and field programs
SALPEX study area, there is an extensive daily rain
gauge network and a set of climatological stations in
a. Routine rainfall and weather observations
the
foothills and plains farther east. We also hold a
Figure 8 shows stations from which significant
amounts of rainfall data are available. The stations special 2-yr set of surface wind and temperature meaidentified as "daily manual" are mainly operated by surements from several sites near Lake Tekapo (Fig.
690
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lb), collected during a study of the impact of fohn
wind episodes on dust transport in that area.
b. Upper-air, satellite, and radar observations
New Zealand's current radiosonde observing network comprises just three mainland stations, shown
in Fig. la: Kaitaia3 (near the northern end of the North
Island), Paraparaumu (near the southern end of the
North Island on its western coast), and Invercargill (at
the southern end of the South Island). Radar wind
observations are made near noon and midnight at these
sites, and additionally at New Plymouth and Christchurch, and at Hokitika on the South Island west coast.
The only regular radiosonde observations upwind of
the mountains are from Australia, at least 2000 km
upwind. Thus, routine direct information on the properties of the westerly airflow impinging on the Southern Alps is limited. For case studies of past storms we
are dependent on ECMWF analyses over the Tasman
Sea, which also utilize satellite data and upwind Australian soundings.
Since October 1993, we have been archiving
AVHRR data over the SALPEX study area from National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration polar orbiting satellites. The AVHRR images have been
analyzed to obtain snow coverage area in the main
hydroelectricity watersheds since October 1992. Useful images of snow cover are available at about biweekly intervals. Imagery is also available from the
Japanese GMS-1 geostationary satellite.
The New Zealand Meteorological Service operates
Doppler weather radars near Wellington and near
Rakaia on the east coast of the South Island. Because
of beam blocking, radar information is limited over
and upwind of the SALPEX mountain study area;
however, the Rakaia radar provides information about
the spillover of rainfall. A mobile 3-cm radar is being used for the special field observations.
c. Special field observations
As already explained, the standard New Zealand
upper-air network provides rather limited information
for deducing environmental conditions immediately
upwind and downwind of the mountains. Special observing periods are planned during which atmospheric
soundings will be made from extra locations and extra measurements will be made with equipment installed specially in the field. Such campaigns have
already been mounted for periods bracketing north3

This station is soon to be relocated near Auckland.
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westerly storms in June 1993 and November 1994.
These included upper-air soundings from Hokitika
and Christchurch, and measurements on an extra
mountain rain gauge transect installed by Canterbury
University. The Auckland University mobile radar
was installed in a west coast watershed to provide
more information on the vertical distribution of precipitation rates and temporal and spatial variations in
rainfall rate over a small area. Auckland University's
temporary high-resolution rain gauge network was
installed to supplement these measurements. A further observing period of this type is planned in late
1995.
An extensive SALPEX field campaign is planned
for November 1996. This will include in-cloud measurements of liquid water content, ice crystal and
cloud droplet concentrations and size distributions,
and air motions; clear air measurements of nuclei concentrations and cloud radiative properties; and relevant meteorological measurements (three-dimensional wind, temperature, and moisture fields). These
measurements will be made from an F27 aircraft operated by the Australian Commonwealth Scientific
and Industrial Research Organisation, modified to
allow dropsonde deployment, which will fly transects
over and upwind of the mountains. The aircraft measurements will be supplemented by a similar groundbased and remote sensing observing program to that
undertaken in the 1995 storm field study.

4. Discussion
Although the research outlined in this paper has
been planned to address questions of practical importance to New Zealand, the underlying science is relevant also to many other countries. The Southern Alps
offer some advantages for mountain meteorology research because of their relatively straightforward topography and their location in a large flat expanse of
ocean. We hope to generate useful new datasets that
will contribute to international studies of mountain
meteorology, cloud systems, and hydrology.
This paper has concentrated on atmospheric research aspects of SALPEX. The frequent heavy rainfalls and the steep terrain of New Zealand's alpine
region also generate questions about flooding and erosion, which give scope for interesting hydrological
research. In associated projects, hydrologists are
working to link deterministic river flow models to
mesoscale meteorological models and investigating
691
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the use of mesoscale meteorological modeling to help
guide probable maximum flood estimates for mountainous regions.
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